
Trusted by 400+ global companies, Crowdworks delivers high quality AI training 
data that is managed by our comprehensive quality control system. These data power  
AI model applications in various industries ranging from autonomous vehicle, digital healthcare, 
finance to education and law.

AI model's performance is mainly determined AI model's performance is mainly determined by the quality of the training data.by the quality of the training data.
- Andrew Ng, professor at Stanford University
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We build the future through Data-centric AI. 
We inspire AI & Human Collaboration. 
We are Crowdworks.
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Industry Rank

400+ 
Clients

100M+
Data Processed

1,000+ 
Projects

$24.2M+ 
Fund Raised

Largest Patent 
Holder in South Korea
in AI data labeling and in worker and data management
134 registered patents / 49 applied patents (22 PCT)
*As of Sep. 22

From project design to worker performance management, Crowdworks leverages its integrated 
platform for the most sophisticated AI data project operation.

Interested in creating an innovation 
through successful AI models?

Scan the QR code!

Global Sales : Yena Jung, yena.jg@crowdworks.kr
PR : Doyeon Lee, doyeonl@crowdworks.kr
IR : Sue Kim, hs.kim@crowdworks.kr
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Crowdworks provides ultimate services that cover clients' 
entire AI model development lifecycle.

Trust the power of data.
We have supported 400+ clients' successful AI innovation with expertise built from 1000+ AI Training 
Data collection & annotation projects. Our dedicated project managers and 41K+ professional crowd-
workers are managed by comprehensive quality control system to deliver the finest quality data. 

Crowdworks™
High quality AI training data collection/annotation service for computer vision and NLP

Big data- and AI-driven technologies are applied at every step for the fastest delivery of high quality data.
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Human-labeled data is used to retrain 
and improve the ML model.

Data labeling process optimization technology
: data labeling process optimization, management/operation optimization technology
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Workstage™

MLworks

AI training data annotation platform

AI model-driven AI data preprocessing service

Workstage™️
On-Premise

Workstage™️
SaaS

“Workstage™️” is essential for...

Leveraging the data and know-how acquired via successfully 
delivering over 100M+ AI data, we provide rapid data annotation 
services using AI-driven models.

Auto Keyframe Extraction AI-driven De-identification

Available model Available model

“we don't want to risk data leakages”

“We have our own labelers, but we need  
a labeling tools and platform”

“Because of company- wide security regulations,
we can only work in an environment where 

our security program is applied”

“ Our solution can be deployed on the  
premise of the client so no data leaves the 
company."

“ We provide an integrated AI data production 
solution, which includes project and team 
management features."

“ We provide On-premise service which meets  
your security regulations."

Offline installation 
: Recommended for 
maximum security

Online access  
: Data annotation 
platform priced by 

hours of use

No-Code work screen customization - Real time monitoring - Work group operation

 Start Your Powerful Journey with


